Surrey Association of Woodturners

Newsletter May 2019
Reports, News and Views from North West Surrey
TOP TIP’s and articles

New Members
Welcome back to
Welcome back to
Welcome to
Welcome to
Welcome to
Welcome to
Welcome to
Welcome to
Welcome to

Mr Richard Nolan Member No. 298
Ms Dorothy Read Member No. 649
Mr Nigel Eastment Member No. 774
Mr Kim Holmes
Member No. 775
Mr Lionel Thain
Member No. 776
Mr John Smith
Member No. 777
Mr Graham Mansfield Member No. 778
Mrs Sally Barden
Member No. 779
Mr Bill Tester
Member No. 780

If you have a tip or article to share
please email it to Colin Spain at
the address shown in contacts at
back of this newsletter.
If a tip keep it short, and if we are
happy with it, I will include it in
one of the newsletters.

PAID UP MEMBERSHIPS for 2019 are 130 (As of going to press)
Items for the Diary
2nd June
14th June
23rd June
6th to 7th July
12th July
27th to 28th July
4th August

Axminster Basingstoke Store
Club Turner
Workshop Day
Guildford Model Engineering Gala Weekend
Stewart Furini
Rural Life Centre
Axminster Basingstoke Store

Club Demonstrators
Mike Spaven
Club Tuition
Club Demonstration
Professional Demonstrator
Club Demonstration
Club Demonstrators

Yandles Saturday September 7th
We may have a problem organising a trip to Yandles
this year. Unfortunately the cost of hiring a minibus
plus paying for the petrol means that the cost per
member is likely to be over £30 – possibly
considerably more. If we are to book a minibus we
need to know that we have enough members willing
to pay this much so please sign up on the sheet that
will be out at club night, or get in touch with me
(details on the back page of the newsletter) by June
21st. With hire costs going up, you may consider
driving down to Yandles. If you decide to offer a lift
to another member, it could not be classed a SAW event and covered by the club insurance,
so you would need to know that your own insurance covers the trip.
Jennie Starbuck
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Mike’s Meditations from the lathe Chapter 3
March saw our first seminar for a couple of years. Les Thorne entertained the 35 attendees
with a constant flow of wit and repartee and educated us with an appropriate commentary on
the use, application and thought behind the three areas of the demonstration. The weather
was kind and allowed us to lunch outside. Colin Rowe arrived early with David Stratton to set
up the lathe and Audio Visual kit. A big thank you to Robert Grant for allowing us to use his
large TV screen. This really helps the audience enjoy the finer detail of the demonstration. As
David has said at the last 2 AGMs, we try to make each part of the year’s programme break
even, if we make a small profit, all the proceeds help to keep our annual subscription down.
We are already planning another seminar for next March but please, if you do sign up please
pay up. One kind person paid twice (David did reimburse him for his shadow attendee).
The second part of our 2018 charity support saw Jackie Payne from the Samson Centre for
MS in Guildford collect a cheque. Jackie talked briefly about the invaluable physiotherapy
service that the Centre is able to provide for its 170 members, all of whom live with MS. The
Centre provides 1 to 1 physio and a range of different physio based classes catering to
different needs. The Centre also offers oxygen therapy and has a gym. The Samson Centre
for MS is a self-funded charity and doesn’t receive any funding from the NHS, government nor
MS Society so is always grateful for any donations that organisations can give. It also provides
a relaxed environment for members and their
partners/carers so chats over coffee and tea after
physiotherapy and exercise are just as important, to help
prevent social isolation and share experiences.
I have just completed 6 incurved bowls trying to use some
of the techniques Les Thorne demonstrated. Some of the
cherry and Persian Silkwood misbehaved with torn grain
and a bouncy bowl gouge so some extensive sanding was
needed after using a scraper. I used a full sheet of the
Abranet (about 6” by 3”) on a battery powered drill and this
seemed to work right up the inside incurved part of the
bowl. I did not need to sand the area near the rim
separately.) Having seen how effective this was in raising
a dust cloud, I immediately put on my Axminster full flow
mask. After completing the first bowl, I tapped out the dust
from the filters onto a sheet of paper. I should have taken a
photo as this was a salutary reminder of what would have
gone into my lungs so note to self - use the mask even
more than just for sanding. Reading the specification for
the filter, it will also remove fungal spores e.g. from spalted
beech etc. If you recall some time back, Colin Smith our local AWGP rep was incapacitated for
over 6 months due to a fugal chest infection most probably from Aspillergus spores. These
spores also lurk in other places including compost heaps. Please look after your lungs after
all, we only have one set. Geoffrey Laycock wrote a very good article on the hazards of wood
dust for the Woodturning magazine
As I write these notes, we have just completed our first outing at Rural Life. A pleasant day
was had by all and a big thank you To Colin Spain for helping out with transport for Max. May
sees us at Dapdune Wharf and Surrey Heath. We do need your support as turners and
stewards to make our presence viable.
Periodically the club has access to wood from kind donors. Two weeks ago the Ranger from
Bracknell Forest contacted is and we now have many pieces of 12 to 18 inch diameter wild
cherry along with some ash salvaged last summer. Many thanks to John Sherwood and Tony
Wellbelove for their assistance in retrieving the cherry. These will appear at the club from time
to time but if you need some urgently, please contact me if you require some Ash or Cherry 2

the sooner the better to keep my wife happy. A small donation to the club will be welcome to
offset some of the costs incurred in retrieving the wood - hence the plea for donations.
Thank you letter from The Samson Centre for MS

By Mike Spaven

S.A.W on Facebook
Some of you are aware that the club has a Facebook page and at present we have some
34 members, but that leaves an awful lot of you that are not part of it. Now I/we know that
many of you don't participate in things computer related and that's fine, obviously, and we
understand why. It's the "didn't knows" this is aimed at. David Bracken created the Group
on 31 January 2010 and yes he is still a member. You do need a Facebook account to join
us, but if you have one already it's easy. We are a "Secret Group" in other words only our
club members can join, and we can only be seen by our members that have signed up for
it. Once in Facebook just do a search for Surrey Association of Woodturners and then click
"Join" then I as an administrator can check your eligibility i.e. are you a SAW member? If
so then I will notify you. The advantages being, you can post pictures of your work, ask
questions, see what other members are up to, we can let you know of sudden changes,
maybe you have a woodturning tool you need help with, or one to swap or even sell (within
reason). If you need help in setting up a Facebook account let me know and I will do my
best to talk you through it.
Colin Spain
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Practical Evening 12 April 2019
There were five turners demonstrating this evening, each doing something completely
different.
Jim Gaines was conducting a demonstration of how a small bowl should be turned, with care
and precision. The bowl was to have a wide rim that sloped away to the edge that would allow
space for an insert ring. Jim turned the bottom of the bowl first and put some decorative beads
on to add interest and disguise the chucking recess for holding the blank for the top side. The
piece was then rechucked and the bowl shape turned, the rim was then turned to its
approximate final shape. A channel was then turned in this rim about 5mm deep and 25mm
wide, using a parting tool. Into this channel Jim was going to fix decorative strips of wood that
he would cut on the saw at home
once he had decided on the pattern.
After gluing and drying the bowl will
be returned to the lathe for some
finishing cuts with a very sharp
gouge.
Duncan was turning a piece of apple
with a couple of knots where
branches had been. Apple when dry
can be a very hard wood (physically)
to turn without the addition of the
crotch effect. I admire Duncan
bravery in taking on making a bowl
out this piece in public.
Julia was enjoying what I believe was her first practical
night. Using the club’s Jet lathe Julia was making single
flower vases with a “test tube” insert. She was using oak
branch wood and endeavouring to leave the knot marks
on the bark as decoration on the finished pieces. All went
well until Julia found that the drill she was using to make
the hole for the test tube was a size too small. I did hear
a suggestion that someone had borrowed her drill and
put it back in the wrong place!

Phil was holding court on the big lathe
demonstrating how to produce a lot of
shavings for the enjoyment of the
process. For his first piece Phil had a
large piece of Monkey puzzle which
was quite green and needed roughing
out so that it could dry. He had a
piece of elm for the second demo
which was also green and produced
some good steams of shavings. One
of the joys of turning green wood is to
produce a stream of shavings over
your shoulder just because you can.
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Arthur Martin was on fine form explaining how
he had made a bed extension for his lathe with
a £1.50 bearing from China. If you had not
noticed Arthur’s wallet is also watertight! Arthur
was turning a 15inch table lamp on his lathe
which has a bed length of 11inch, very
ingenious. The wood Arthur was using was a
piece he picked up at the dump, probably an old
chair leg. If you need to make a similar unit for
your lathe, I am sure that he will gladly share his
patent with you.

The other table of note was the wood
sale table. This was to sell to
members some walnut that had been
given to the club the previous winter,
we had the tree cut up and “planked” ,
it was then stacked with spacers to air
dry for a year in a barn. We over
estimated the number of members
who would have the facility to cut the
“planks” down to a manageable size
for their lathe so in due course they
will need to be cut into blanks of a
suitable size.
Up on stage the first of this year’s three club competitions was being judged by Charlie
Cunningham and Colin Spain, Mike Bennett was there observing the process and may decide
to become a future judge. The criteria for the competition were “make something that uses
‘mainly spindle turning’ skills”. We were not disappointed just look at the photo below, the
skills and patience of our members never cease to amaze.

John Sherwood
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Axminster demonstration 3 April 2019
Mike Spaven and John Sherwood represented the club at Axminster on this Sunday. It was a
very worthwhile day with a good number of attendees throughout the day, who were asking
intelligent questions. Mike was turning boxes and John was turning candle holders to see
ones way to bed.
It is good to see some of those
people joining our club but do not
be disheartened if you are
demonstrating to a good crowd and
they are all from Portsmouth. We
will have done some good
advertising for Forest of Bere or
Test Valley turners.

John Sherwood

Rural Life Centre - Working with Wood
Driving over the Hogs bag on Saturday saw the day sunny but cold. The temperature on my
car barely reached 3 degrees Centigrade. The usual stalwarts arrived at 9 am to set up camp
at the rural Life Centre. With the early access, we can unload our cars, locate the gazebo and
set up the lathes in the carpenter’s workshop. Colin Spain, Max Bennett, Mike Spaven, Phil
Hamilton and Duncan Clarke were the resident
turners with John Creasey and Douglas Boud as
stewards. Saturday was quiet with the chilly
weather holding back visitors. Those who came
were very interested in what we were doing and
were able to spend as much time as they wished.
Sunday was a little warmer and saw more visitors.
As the weekend progressed, we managed to get
John Creasey onto one of the lathes to give Phil
and Colin a break. Phil was turning off centre bud
vases and baby rattles with a hidden not as the
sound creator.
Duncan was turning boxes and other decorative
items from Wellingtonia. This wood has lovely
purple streaks but can crack badly during the drying
process. Duncan filled the cracks with brass powder
and super glue.
Mike used the time to finish off the underside of 4
bowls from spalted beach and some ash with
inclusions as well as a trio of cherry candlesticks.
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Colin whilst also acting as
photographer made a magic
wand (Harry Potter style) and
a 9 inch Ash bowl, plus a light
pull.
The photo below shows
several of the items completed
over the 2 days

We sold several pieces during the day and left a donation
for the Rural Life Centre. Our next foray to the Rural Life
Centre will be in July and we would urge more club
members to join in.

Mike Spaven
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Les Thorne Seminar
Les started with a short introduction to the day and what inspired the choices of topics. Les
considers himself to be a jobbing wood turner doing either production runs or one off
commissions. He does around 40 demonstrations a year and tries to find something new for
each demo. In some cases, it may be based on an article he has written, a recent production
job, available wood and so on. Today’s main demo is to turn a side grained box that has a
beaded and coloured top. Given most buildings have smoke detectors and insurance
limitations, burned offerings are no longer feasible. As a footnote, this writer cannot reflect the
humour that the demonstrator uses or the interaction with the audience. Equally the fine
nuance of tool presentation cannot be reflected in the notes so if you wish to gain the full
benefit please make full use of our future seminars.
The wood naturally has some limitations, be it fibrous grain or wood movement post turning. In
this demo, the lid is an upturned bowl and the demo will reflect this. In addition, we all have
wood off cuts in our workshops and the design will reflect what is available. In this case Les
had a piece of ultra kiln dried oak about 5 inch (125mm) diameter about 3 inch thick. He called
it “gitwood” because it would be brittle and would rapidly take the edges off his tools. The
corners were sawn off the wood leaving an octagonal shape. A hole had been predrilled for a
screw chuck. By removing the corners, it gives a chance to check for any internal cracks or
defects and saves the blade from damage to the teeth. He put a smear of paste wax on the
screw thread to add mounting the blank.
Les pointed out one of the shortcomings of home
Woodturners looking and standing very close to the wood.
His preferred stance is standing to the side especially
when starting the lathe. If you are concerned about the
integrity of the piece of wood or the crew chuck holding,
you can always bring up the tail stock with a live centre.
Les took us through
the pull cut aligning
the bowl gouge. He
had the gouge handle
down and the flute
oriented at about 10
o’clock. The cut will
be made from what
will be the small
diameter base towards the larger diameter. In this way the
cut will be made with the grain. The cut is NOT made with
the flute horizontal as this will lead to rapid loss of the
tool edge. By dropping the gouge handle the edge
slices through the wood rather than scrapping it. Les
noted it is easier to control and refine the shape with
a pull cut.
Les aligned the tool rest at about 45degrees to the
lathe bed. In the push cut the bevel will be rubbing
and support the tool edge at the cutting point of the
tool. Again the tool is aligned at 10 o’clock and the
handle is pointed down. After taking several cuts les
noted the torn grain which was to be expected with
both the dry oak. Some tear out was still present even
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after taking a light cut. After completing the lid shape, Les
the created a spigot for the later internal bowl turning. This
was refined with the spindle gouge to suit the chuck. The
push cut should also be used when there is a longer
overhang of the gouge over the tool rest. One of the things
to learn with a push cut is to manage/control the pressure of
the bevel on the wood.
To counter the torn grain, Les the closed the flute until it was
nearly touching the wood. After making several light cuts
with the gouge handle down and producing” angel hair, a
good surface finish was achieved. He used the analogy of
taking off a pint thickness. Les commented that when
production turning, it was probably faster to start power
sanding with 60 grit, then 80,100, 120 and so on.
At this point Les made a small divot on the centre of the spigot. This can be done with long
point of a skew and can be used to align the headstock/ tailstock with the drill bit mounted in a
Morse chuck. Les used a 10 mm twist drill to drill about 1” into the wood. He made several
safety points: only take 3 turns (About) to avoid jamming the bit in the wood with the drill
swarf. Hold the Morse chuck carefully when both drilling and withdrawing the bit and if
possible have a bar in the chuck key hole.

After remounting the blank in the chuck, Les started to remove the waste wood. He explained
that the cut is made with handle down. He uses the hand nearest the wood to guide the tool
and prevent the gouge skipping back towards the edge of the blank. He recommends that we
practice this part of the cut ( may prevent the gouge destroying the bowl edge when making
finishing cuts later) The bevel is rubbed and the tool is rotated until it starts to cut and at this
point forward pressure is applied and the cut is made into the blank towards the screw chuck
hole.
As more wood is removed and the bowl deepens, the bevel no longer rubs so at the midpoint
of the bowl curve, the handle is dropped more and the point of the gouge is moved in an arc
up and the then down towards the centre. Always let the wood come to the gouge. If
necessary at the bottom of the bowl take lighter cuts to bring
the bowl to the required shape.
Les pointed out that the maximum overhang with a 3/8ths
gouge is about 2 1/2 inches but would not move the tool rest
into the bowl with this small size blank. Some tool marks may
be visible with the oak as the gouge bounces off the grain.
Again, the choice is yours as to sanding or scraping such
marks away. Les was aiming for a thickness of around 5 mm.
At this point, the piece would be fully sanded and finished.
At this point Les mounted the lid on a wooden jam chuck.
This was a piece of softer wood and curved/ sized to fit the
inside of the lid. It is always worth taking a skim off the
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surface if it an existing jam chuck to ensure the lid will run true. The lid is then popped onto the
chuck and held in place with a live centre. (The lid may not run true if the drill drifted off centre)
A pull cut is used to remove the spigot and refine the top of the lid. The lid can be removed at
any time to check thickness. Les warned not to cut too close to the wide edge of the lid as this
may lead to an eccentric end if there is any run out. The lid is then sanded.

Les then cut a series of groves with a1/8 fluted parting tool. As each cut is made, the tool is
angled at 90 degrees to the lid surface. After the grooves had been cut, a brass rotary wire
brush was used to remove whiskers. He noted that many rotary brushed that look like brass
were actually steel wired and painted; these are too aggressive for this job. Les used a full
mask for this noting that the mask had to be down to the chest to be effective. He also noted
that the edge of the mash had to be reinforced (Mask in use was a Honeywell mask available
from Axminster) He power brushed the grooves turning the lid by hand.
For finishing Les used acrylic sanding sealer which he de-nibbed with Webrax and then
finished with 2 or 3 light coats of ebonising lacquer. When the ebonising lacquer was dry, Les
applied liming wax liberally with a toothbrush. This was allowed to dry and the buffed off with a
small cloth pad held between fingers (NOT A LARGE PIECE WRAPPED AROUND A
FINGER) Paste wax can be used to soften any excess liming wax that remains in the grooves
again buffed off and brushed off with a soft brush. The liming was can be over sprayed with
acrylic lacquer but time (at least 4 hours as the wax interferes with the lacquer curing process)
must be allowed for the lacquer to fully dry. With oak the finished surface takes on a slight
blue colour.
Les now moved onto making the base of the lidded box. He started with a 7 inch diameter 1
inch thick piece of Ash. Initially the blank will be turned with a glue block chucking point.
Les marked the centre on the Ash blank and fitted a scrap block to
the chuck that is approximately 5 inch diameter. Les cautioned on
the risks of hot melt glue namely is extremely hot. Also the gun
continues to heat with time so he recommends a timer or making a
deliberate effort to unplug the gun before turning on the lathe.
NEVER LEAVE UNATTENDED. Also the glue must go cold and
harden before turning on the lathe. His second point is to buy a
good gun that uses standard glue sticks. Les sometimes uses MDF
but again cautions the use of good MDF that will not delaminate.
After truing the face of the sacrificial block, Les Applied the hot melt
glue when it was flowing freely to the Ash and then fitted this to the
sacrificial block centring against the live centre and also rotated the
2 surfaces together. For additional safety, a glue fillet was applied
to the edge of the sacrificial block and the Ash blank. This was left
to cool and set.
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Les discussed the principles and
critical safety aspects of using the
beaded recess. The bead is purely
decorative and has limited strength.
The base of the recess needs to be
below the base of the bead so that
any expansion forces are fed to the
bulk of the blank. If the expansion is
solely against the bead, there may
not be enough wood to resist the
turning and expansion forces. The
second critical point is the chuck
must expand into a recess that
matches the true circle of the chuck
draws. This varies from maker to
maker and individual jaws. This can be checked by measuring across the centre off one jaw to
the centre of its opposite jaw and comparing this with the measurement from the sharp edge
of one jaw to its opposite corner. Adjust and keep measuring until you have the same
measurement. Note this down as true circle. Les final tip on the recess is to place a piece of
paper towel over the jaws before tightening these in to the recess to avoid potential moisture /
metal staining the wood.
Les trued the outside of the
bland using either a pull or
push cut and then the face.
After marking the diameter
of the recess( see above)
les cut the recess with a
spindle gouge edge to
centre then a push cut
centre to edge of recess to
provide a limited undercut.
This leaves a feathered
edge that then needs to be removed. Les used a skew to clean up this area. Les then used a
pull cut leaving a 5 to 6 mm rim at the recess and shaped back to the edge of the base. When
this was satisfactory Les cut the bead. After rounding the bead, he left a small fill/ flat area on
the outside of the bead and shaped the rest to match. He also put a small shadow line at the
bottom of the bead to separate this from the bead.
Les cut 2 small fillets on the edge of the base to bracket
the bead using his round skew. He demonstrated the use
of the fist tightening to roll the bead from the lower part to
the crown of the bead. The underside of the base can
now
be
sanded
and
polished. On completion,
the base is now parted off
from the sacrificial block
using a parting tool. It is not
advised to knock off the
block.
The box base is now mounted on the chuck into the newly
created recess. Paper towel is placed over the jaws before
expanding into the recess. The outer diameter of the lid is
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measured and transferred to the face of the base- this will form the outside edge of the outer
bead that will be used to align the lid to the base. A loose fit is intended to cater for any later
wood movement. A bead is rolled and the rim of the base is shaped from edge to bead. The
outer bead and rim are adjusted to give a free fit (not tight) for the lid
A second bead is created inside the first bead and a small dished area is cut within the inner
bead. The box base will then be sanded and sealed/ finished.
Les mounted a small square piece of Ash
in the inner/ centre part of the chuck jaws.
He commented on the damage that can
be done to pin jaws when tightening up
on a square section. The risk here is the
proximity of the jaws to your knuckles and
the risk of the gouge hitting the jaws. .
Les also showed a minaret type knob.
The blank is rounded off and the top of
the finial is shaped. He also measured the
top of the lid where the final will sit and
transferred this as he cut the wood back
with the LT skew. He also used the
spindle gouge with care to refine the
underside of the finial and following cove. He then cut the spigot to fit the hole in the box lid
making this over long to cover both the top and internal finial.
The top finial was parted off. The inner button was then shaped
with skew but care must be taken to avoid the risk of pulling
fibres out when parting off- it’s better to leave over size and
sand off afterwards.
Before starting the afternoon session Les revisited the use of
the blow torch. Torching is not used to ebonise the wood. It
removes any hairy bits and early growth adding to the depth of
the texture. Ebonising lacquer would still be used to blacken
and finish the wood,
The world was put to rights as we sat outside for lunch.

Natural Edge bowl
Les started the afternoon session with a short discourse on wood availability and pricing. He
noted that wood process (to him) had risen by over 25% in the last couple of years. This is
due in part to exchange rate, availability and other political considerations. The current
availability of soft wood in the UK has been impacted by the non planting of soft woods in the
mid 70s. (3 day week) As hobby wood turners, we can turn to free wood. (Road side, tree
surgeons etc Timber mills refer to 10 to 12 inch timber as hedgerow wood and anything larger
as tree wood. Hedgerow wood was only good for firewood. Ideally wood to be used for green
turning should be felled in January; any earlier or later wood still contains risen or rising sap.
(The impact of climate change) Les also noted that the French do not fell oak around a full
moon and have some of the best oak.
As the earlier demo had used side grain wood for the box, this demo would be based on end
grain turning with a natural edge. As functional items, end grain would not have been used for
bowls, platters or drinking items as the wood is not naturally leak proof. Old pole turners used
side grain and also used parting tools to remove multiple bowls from a single piece of timber.
Other design considerations include wall thickness. Les indicated that thicknesses greater
than 6 mm would almost certainly split and those around 2 to 3 mm would most likely not split.
Turning needs to be carried out quickly because as the wood dries out of round distortion
appears due to loss of water from the wood. Les also noted that it is generally easier to turn
the outside of the bowl than the inside so with thin turning, the intent is to cut and finish the
inside of the bowl before turning the outside of the bowl. The reason he is able to turn thin
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bowls from green timber is firstly the wood is wet providing some lubrication and secondly the
thin section allows some flexibility. Warning too much pressure at the gouge tip will not allow
clean cuts and may destroy the bowl.
Les mounted the piece of
January felled beech between
centres using a large Steb centre
and a cup live centre, In this case
we brought up the safety screen
but Les also wore his full screen
helmet. This was mainly due to
not understanding how the bark
would behave under turning or
other unknowns under the bark.
The blank was at the limit for the
Steb centre; a larger drive centre
could have been used or a face
plate with sharpened drive bolts
could also have been used.
Standing to the side Les started the lathe then used a series of scoop cuts with flute open to
bring the wood below what will be the natural edge to a round and to bulk remove some of the
blank weight. HANDS MUST BE KEPT BEHIND THE TOOL REST.
Les then developed what will be the outside top 1inch to define the top underside/ outside of
the bowl with a push cut, and to aim for a 3mm natural edge. The intention is not to go back to
this area.
A suitable spigot for your chuck was then cut. In this case it also needed a dovetail.
After
remounting
the
blank in the chuck and
suitable tightened the
chuck, Les use a push cut
to true the end of the
blank. Because the blank
may not have remounted
in the chuck to run true
light cuts were made
under the edge and the
top inch. Some of the
excess wood was also
moved below this point but leaving the bulk in place for stability during the internal turning. Les
started to develop the top 1 inch of the bowl noting the difference between the ribbons of wood
from cross grain and smaller bits from end grain. The surface of the wood will also dry faster
with blunt tools as more frictional heat is developed under the bevel so re- sharpen when the
tools stop cutting cleanly or more cutting pressure is needed.
Develop the inside of the bowl to a shape you are comfortable with. In this design, the bowl is
kept intentionally shallow and is not allowed to develop into a deeper vase/ pencil pot.
Les pointed out remember to keep checking the tool rest is tight and does not impede the bowl
(knocks natural edge off). Periodically turn the blank by hand to ensure the edge does not
contact the rest or the bowl.
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At this point Les fitted a 12
volt
transformer
driven
halogen lamp. Les has
found LED lamps do not
work well as they have a
narrow spotlight like beam.
This is fitted into the tail
stock with leads well out of
the way of the turning
section. Les explained his
rule of thickness/ colour no
light too thick, Red 5 to 6
mm. orange 3mm, yellow
2mm, white 1 mm 40 watts ? Too thin (inside diameter meets outside diameter). Les works the
gouge with the bevel rubbing lightly and no jabbing covering about 15 mm at a time. At this
point, a short tool rest is ideal to minimise vibration loosening the rest. The other risk is the
gouge working off the end of the tool rest. Also as the base of the bowl is reached, the toolrest

Les would have started the sanding at this point. He uses wet
sanding dipping the various grades of sandpaper into water.
This has the advantage of cool sanding and also washes off
any resin build up on the abrasive.
Once the bowl outside has been
completed to its final shape and wall
thickness, the light is removed. Again
the spindle gouge is used. As the foot diameter is finished, Les
removed wood to allow access to clean up the foot. A normal parting
tool leaves torn grain. Les uses a “half skew” i.e. a skew with a single
bevel to cut cleanly through the fibres. This was developed originally
by John Harmer.
At the start of the seminar Les talked about sourcing free wood. In this
part, Les covers the preparation and rough turning of timber as well as
demonstrating undercutting and bowl turning problems. When
preparing a bowl blank, Les removed around 1 to 11/2 inch across
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the centre of the blank. This essentially leaves a piece of quarter sawn timber. If the wood has
sufficient diameter remove a 2 to 3 inch section and this will give a blank suitable for spindle/
box turning but first decide what you need the wood for. The bowl blank was cut round on a

bandsaw but equally this could have the corners cut off with either a bandsaw or chain saw.
An 8mm hole was drilled for a screw chuck (undersized hole in wet wood) or a face plate
could be screwed on. Les demonstrated a pull/ push cut to provide initial shape and set out
the foot/spigot. For wet timber this needs to be oversized to cater for drying distortion.
Les started to hollow the bowl beginning at the centre area until he had around 1inch of rim.
He noted that if the gouge is initially placed at 90 deg to the wood, the cut curve starts out with
the bevel angle. By swinging the gouge handle inboard it first reaches the same cutting angle
as the bowl exterior and if thrown further inboard an undercut is made. The handle is then
dropped, the flute opened and the handle is brought round in an arc. Wisdom and other
authors reckon on a rough cut wall thickness of about 10% of the bowl diameter to allow
returning after the bowl dries and has distorted. As the bowl depth increases, the gouge will
start to interfere with the rim as the cut moves to the centre, a higher bevel angle close to 60
degrees now allows for un-interfered cutting. Les then showed how to use the other edge of
the gouge to remove wood close to the centre of the bowl. This is not the normal taught cut
but allows a sharp edge to be used when the push cut edge blunts,
The successful cutting at the bottom of the bowl requires the gouge bevel to rub but care must
be taken to avoid too much bevel pressure, instead, apply more downward pressure to the
tool rest and take slower thinner cuts across the bottom of the bowl.
Before leaving the bowl to dry, Les would apply sealer to the outside end grain on a small
bowl, to inside and out on a larger bowl, and all over for special timber.
Les commented on leaving a plug in the centre of the bowl seems to speed drying and further
reduce the risk of splitting. A chucking point can also be left on but do leave a dimple on both
sides to indicate centres for remounting later. Les also pointed out that free water in the wood
dries out pretty quickly.

By Mike Spaven

A reminder from your Secretary.
As in the case above occasionally the club gets requests from the public for help in
renovating or creating a turned item. Some years ago the club set up a list of members
who would be interested in helping out. If you would like to be considered for this please
give Jennie Starbuck a call (contact details at back of newsletter). Your details will not
be given out without your consent.
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Surrey Heath Show 2019
Saturday 18th May weather
forecast dubious. Why was I
worried? It turned out fine again,
overcast but fine. Not so good if
at the end of the day you are left
with two wet tents, lots of mud
and……well you know where
I’m coming from.
This show is quite important to
the club as it is so close to our
home just down the road. So a
really good catchment area for
new members, and judging by
the number of people we talked to throughout the day I would not be surprised if we did not
get a few, I am aware of at least 5 people who have said they will come along to the club. This
is what these shows are all about selling the club, keeping the skill alive by getting people
involved with our passion. I am always amazed when people say “Oh I used to do this at
school and loved it”, or “I have a lathe sitting under my bench, I would love to do this but I
didn’t know how to start” or “I didn’t know we had a club in the area”. I had all of these on
Saturday. Of course we get to sell our work too, which is good, enables us to buy more wood
or tools to make more shavings and keep us out of mischief and our partners happy.
This year and in future we are not allowed to have a petrol generator due to health and safety,
apparently this has been the case for the last seven years but no one knew and it had slipped
by the organisers. So I have had a word with the Tombola man in the next pitch who has a
large diesel generator and providing the organisers put us together again (which I shall
request) I have Mr “Tombola’s” name
and telephone number and he says
he is happy to share with us so
fingers crossed.
Our stand was manned by Paul
Nesbitt and Sylvia for support, Phil
Wolsoncroft, Mike Bennett, John
Creasey, Douglas Boud, and me all
selling and stewarding, with Mike
Spaven and Phil Hamilton for setup
and breakdown. My thanks go out to
them all.
My first sale of the day was strange, I was introduced to a woman by Phil
who was looking at my pens, when I asked if I could help she said “oh it’s
not the pens as such but the display item they are in”. So I was put on the
spot I had made this to show them off, but needs must so if it sells then be
sold it must, it was only made of scrap wood, so I said £20 and it went.
As a club we do not get charged a set fee for the pitch but we do give 10%
of our takings on the day to Surrey Heath and money raised at the show
helps support various local charities and causes.

By Colin Spain
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Axminster demonstration 2nd June 2019
My thanks go to our SAW members Richard Nolan and Kim Holmes who spent a good part of
their day with us. For without them it would have been very quiet, three others did come and
watch for a short time, a man and his wife from Newbury, she was very interested and had
started turning but sadly well out of our catchment area so I suggested she check the AWGB
website for one closer to home, in fact that would be Kennet Valley Woodturners. Another
gentleman from Basingstoke had already made up his mind to come to us at our next club
night, so hopefully we will see him there.
Other than that it was an extremely quiet day. I kicked things off by demonstrating how not to
make a goblet out of a rather nice piece of very dry beech. All was going well I had turned the
bowl and had created a bead around the bowl, then whilst turning the base of the bowl I did a
silly thing not realising I picked up the wrong spindle gouge and got a dig in which wrecked the
bead, realising my mistake and chastising myself, I picked up the tool I should have been
using which had a shorter bevel and started to correct my error, so I removed the bead and
believing I still had enough wood carried on reshaping the bowl, sadly this was not to be so. I
ran out of wood and being so dry it just shattered. It all stayed on the lathe as I had used a live
centre in the tailstock as a steady so no harm done apart from a bruised ego and a lost piece
of beech, these events focus the mind. In the afternoon Richard Davies demonstrated making
an Oyster box, a smallish box in two equal halves that could be used for storing cuff links etc,
thankfully with more joy than I had.

Colin Spain
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